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Offshore Sourcing

Aluminum Cans
Large production of containers
with various speci cations,
such as medical aluminium pots,
pesticide aluminium bottles,
simple extinguisher aluminium pots,
and drinking aluminium bottles.

All produced according to customers' 
speci c requirements. 

Capabilities for an array of products.
What ever you need, we can provide!

Machine Parts
We can provide anything your 
design calls for, from arbors, 
springs & bearings, to the most 
complicated sub assemblies 
and complete turn key systems. 

Bearings and Springs
Wide array of bearings in various sizes 
and classi cations.  Custom springs
made to your speci c requirements.

Plastic Parts
We can design up your tooling from 
the most basic drawing and render 
the part in various materials.

PC Boards

From start to nish, we can 
help you through engineering 
to nal production boards. 
We can do from the simplest 
analog board to micro 
processor based boards.



 . Fractional and Sub-fractional Horsepower Motors & Gearmotors
 . Brushless DC Motors and Controls
 . Fans, Blowers and other Air Moving Devices
 . Pumps, Compressors and Pressurized Tanks
 . Power Supplies, Power Cords and Wiring Harnesses
 . Value Added Assemblies & Contract Manufacturing
 . Solar Technology including Solar DC Brushless Water Pumps 

T & C Asia has been providing its customers with high quality electromechanical devices since 1987.
Backed by 20 years of experience, we have serviced various industries from motors used in 
medical exercise equipment to vending machines.  Our strong engineering background allows 
us to aid our customers with design and selection of products minimizing the development time.
T & C Asia’s dependable global supply has been critical to the profitability and long-term growth 
of many US Manufacturers.  T & C Asia is not a trading company - we are not a middleman.  
We put you directly in contact with the manufacturer leaving little room for error.
There are numerous providers around, but few can offer the product knowledge, 
customer service and attention to detail that T & C Asia delivers.
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